
Fw: COVID VACCINE FATAL FLAW, LET'S PROTECT CALIFORNIA'S CHILDREN
FROM THIS NIGHTMARE 

To: laura.r.cain@boeing.com <laura.r.cain@boeing.com>; Robert.A.Bradway@boeing.com
<robert.a.bradway@boeing.com>; David.L.Calhoun@boeing.com <david.l.calhoun@boeing.com>;
Lynne.M.Doughtie@boeing.com <lynne.m.doughtie@boeing.com>; Lynn.J.Good@boeing.com
<lynn.j.good@boeing.com>; Stayce.D.Harris@boeing.com <stayce.d.harris@boeing.com>;
"sundar@google.com" <sundar@google.com>; "albert.bourla@pfizer.com"
<albert.bourla@pfizer.com>; "jennifer.zachary@merck.com" <jennifer.zachary@merck.com>;
brett.c.gerry@boeing.com <brett.c.gerry@boeing.com>; machinists@iam751.org
<machinists@iam751.org>; media@boeing.com <media@boeing.com>; paul.j.lewis2@boeing.com
<paul.j.lewis2@boeing.com>; Chris.K.Singley@boeing.com <chris.k.singley@boeing.com>;
deborah.a.vannierop@boeing.com <deborah.a.vannierop@boeing.com>;
elena.alexandrova@boeing.com <elena.alexandrova@boeing.com>;
Claire.Macaleese@boeing.com <claire.macaleese@boeing.com>; Yukui.wang@boeing.com
<yukui.wang@boeing.com>; Ana.p.ferreira@boeing.com <ana.p.ferreira@boeing.com>;
"jared.hopkins@wsj.com" <jared.hopkins@wsj.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 10, 2021, 04:41:41 PM PST
Subject: Fw: COVID VACCINE FATAL FLAW, LET'S PROTECT CALIFORNIA'S CHILDREN FROM THIS NIGHTMARE

TO:  BOEING CEO, CHIEF MEDICAL OFFICER, CHIEF LEGAL COUNSEL, BOEING BOARD
DIRECTORS AND ALL OTHERS EMAILED HEREIN 

RE:  FATAL FLAW IN COVID VACCINE PARADIGM

VIA:  CERTIFIED MAIL, EMAIL, FAX 

DATE:  NOVEMBER 10, 2021 

Dr. Laura Cain and Boeing Directors,  

Below is the information that will save your unvaccinated employees and contractors' jobs.  As I
stated to Dr. Cain during our phone conversation, I am a force to be reckoned with.  I did lasik on
the Chief Medical Officer of Boeing about 12 years ago.   I have performed 80,000 Lasik surgeries
in the SOCAL area.   I have strong connections with academia and government at the highest
levels.   You don't want to ignore this email. 

Just remember, you don't have to agree with me.  You just have to realize that this information is
sufficiently grave and important that you are obligated to try to ask your medical leadership in your
state or on a federal level if they got this information and you would need to create a paper trail to
protect your job.  Also, create a paper trail when asking the COVID vaccine manufacturers if their
scientists know of this issue.  And keep me in the loop.  If I'm abrasive, it's because too many
people can't seem to do the right thing regarding this issue.  They have no scientific answer.  I've
been to the very top and very bottom.  And if you're not sure what to do, you can call me.   I have a
lot of information on this issue. 



Again, a gentle reminder.  All this will be public info very soon and your employees who lose their
jobs because of this issue will not be very happy if you don't protect their interests with this
information (this information will save their jobs).  It will become a political nightmare for Boeing, 
BECAUSE YOU WERE NOTIFIED. 

Please respond to confirm that you have received this.  If you don't respond, I will assume you
have no interest in doing the right thing.   

The amazing numbers argument for their COVID vaccine is a useless argument.   The scientists
didn't perform the proper controls.   A COVID mRNA vaccine's main side effect is activation of the
innate immune system/production of interferons/muscle aches, etc.   So, the COVID mRNA
vaccine produces 1) neutralizing COVID antibodies and 2) interferon.  Interferon is KNOWN to be
anti-viral.   It could have been SO simply controlled for in the FDA COVID mRNA vaccine trial by
simply using a FLU vaccine as a positive control, the flu vaccine produces 1) flu antibodies and
2)interferon.  If the flu vaccine was protective over COVID, just as efficiently as the COVID
vaccine, then clearly the FDA COVID mRNA very good numbers were merely from the interferon
effect, which, interestingly enough, is short-lived, which means.... the Covid mRNA vaccine IS NOT
a vaccine but a short-lived medicine that tricks the body into producing interferon.   You see?  I'm a
wealth of information on this topic.   Do the right thing please.  Save your un-vaccinated employees
and their contractors their jobs.  And prevent a HR nightmare for Boeing when all these employees
find out later that the COVID vaccine paradigm was completely flawed AND they lost their job even
in spite of their Chief Medical Director having been informed of the COVID vaccine fatal flaw.  You
see?  There aren't many options for you, so far as what the next rational and logical steps are.   

I spell this out in detail, because during our phone conversation, you wanted to divert all
responsibility to the CDC and the FDA.  YOU HAVE RESPONSIBILITY.   It seems my
understanding of human nature isn't far off the mark.  People behave more ethically when they
know they are being watched and when they realize they have accountability.  Well, the CDC and
FDA are burying my information and they will pay a huge cost in terms of public perception later,
so you can't just follow their guidance.   You have to use your first year medical school analytical
ability which is sufficient for you to see the fatal flaw in the COVID vaccine paradigm.  

Also, if you don't follow up with this appropriately and create the appropriate paper trail, then
employees who lose their jobs will eventually find me and all this information that I have provided
to Boeing, and these fired employees may believe that Boeing, even after receiving this
information, also tried to bury it, to have an excuse to fire employees.  That seems like a mountain
of potential liability for Boeing.   I'm sure Brett would advise against that course of action.  And yes,
I'll call the Boeing Union and also include them on this email, again, to make sure you do the right
thing. 

Just do the right thing.   Why would I trust you to do the right thing, when during our phone
conversation, it was so clear that you were annoyed with this information.  And the way I made you
continue to listen to me is to make you realize you have an ethical duty to "do no harm" to your
employees that you oversee.   I am trying to advance science and medicine.  And you give me the
complete air of being "miffed" that I call you and help you to save all those un-vaccinated
employees their jobs????   I hope this teaches you to keep an open mind.   

Regards, 

Joseph Y. Lee, MD

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Joe Lee



To: "vivek.murthy@hhs.gov" <vivek.murthy@hhs.gov>; Christi.Grimm@oig.hhs.gov <christi.grimm@oig.hhs.gov>;
Juliet.Hodgkins@oig.hhs.gov <juliet.hodgkins@oig.hhs.gov>; Gregory.Demske@oig.hhs.gov
<gregory.demske@oig.hhs.gov>; Gary.Cantrell@oig.hhs.gov <gary.cantrell@oig.hhs.gov>; Amy.Frontz@oig.hhs.gov
<amy.frontz@oig.hhs.gov>; Eric Rubin <erubin@nejm.org>; "director@cdc.gov" <director@cdc.gov>; "media@cdc.gov"
<media@cdc.gov>; Comments NEJM <comments@nejm.org>; COVID19 Reporting <covid19reporting@od.nih.gov>;
"albert.bourla@pfizer.com" <albert.bourla@pfizer.com>; Erbelding Emily (NIH/NIAID) [E] <emily.erbelding@nih.gov>;
Fauci, Anthony (NIH/NIAID) [E] <anthony.fauci@nih.gov>; "bruce.scott@ama-assn.org" <bruce.scott@ama-assn.org>;
emurray@freepressmedia.com <emurray@freepressmedia.com>; "peter.marks@fda.hhs.gov"
<peter.marks@fda.hhs.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, November 10, 2021, 03:23:15 PM PST
Subject: Fw: COVID VACCINE FATAL FLAW, LET'S PROTECT CALIFORNIA'S CHILDREN FROM THIS NIGHTMARE

RE:   THE SINGLE LARGEST MISTAKE IN THE HISTORY OF MEDICINE, THE FATAL FLAW
WITH THE COVID VACCINE PARADIGM

DATE:  NOVEMBER 10, 2021

ATTN:  SURGEON GENERAL'S OFFICE 

Dr. Vivek Murthy and all associates that receive this email (and hopefully ONE of you is brave
enough to reply to me, acknowledging that you have received this information and that you will
take the necessary steps to protect our children, actually if you DON'T reply to me, you'll have to
face the wrath of the public),

Please forward this critical information to Dr. Murthy, regarding protecting millions of American
children. 

And any of you who don't want to be on my sxxxt-list when I get a voice and platform very soon,
EMAIL ME BACK and go through the proper steps with this info.  Create a paper trail with the
CDC/FDA/NIH, and the Covid vaccine companies, and ask them if they have heard of my issues
that I'm presenting.   That's how you save your seat.  Otherwise, whoever doesn't reply to my
email, will be on my website as directors who DON'T want to save America's children from a
FLAWED COVID VACCINE.  You've been notified.   Your name will be on my website as
supporting the COVID vaccine IN SPITE of the information I provide to you that shows the FATAL
FLAW in the COVID vaccine paradigm.  I'll let the public deal with you as they see fit. 

This is the fatal flaw in your COVID vaccine paradigm.

There are only two questions that expose the bizarre nature of this
gargantuan medical mistake.  Any layman can see the bizarre nature
of the poor logic.
 

1. Do you believe the COVID vaccine primarily "works" because of a neutralizing
antibody in the lung alveolus that binds Covid virus BEFORE the virus can infect
a lung alveolar epithelial cell?
 
2. Then, how did this antibody cross over from the blood/lymph where the
antibody is made, THROUGH the blood lung barrier (aka the alveolar wall) into
the lung alveolus where the infections are occurring?
 
3.  This lung alveolar wall can impede the net movement of WATER molecules
from filling our lung alveoli.  Water molecules are only 18 Daltons in weight. 
The Covid antibody is 150,000 Daltons in weight.   Why would a molecule (the



COVID antibody) which is 8000 times larger than a water molecule be able to
cross this alveolar wall into our lung alveoli where the infections are taking
place?

 
There is not a single peer reviewed paper on earth that describes an active
transport mechanism that can move very large COVID antibodies from the
capillary (we all agree that antibodies are created in the blood/lymph after
vaccination), across the lung alveolar wall and into the lung alveolar sac,
where the infections are taking place.  THE SCIENCE BEHIND THE COVID
VACCINE IS FLAWED.  The COVID Vaccine “neutralizing antibody” needs a
TELEPORTER to be beamed into the lung alveolus.  And it needs a “Scottie” to operate
the stupid TELEPORTER.  THE STUPID MEDICAL LEADERSHIP BELIEVES SCIENCE
FICTION WILL GET US OUT OF THIS PANDEMIC.  Each person has 500 million alveoli
in their lungs.  And the antibody can’t get into a single one of them.  That’s 500
million factual errors per person for the COVID vaccine myth.
 
Yes, you've heard of the "emperor's new clothes"?   This is the modern version of
that, except a million times worse. 500 million times worse.  It's incredible. The
gargantuan size of the mistake. As an aside, the blood BRAIN barrier typically has a
size limit for molecules that can passively diffuse through it of no greater than 500
Daltons. But, do you really believe that the blood LUNG barrier must allow a 150,000
Dalton IgG molecule to simply diffuse across it?   It has been reported to the NIH, the
CDC, the FDA. They all seem to want to bury the story.
 
Yes, it's crazy.  But it turns out, the COVID vaccine is the "misinformation".   In medicine, did we
not all take the oath to "do no harm"?  Not stopping a COVID vaccine that DOES NOT have a valid
hypothesis and potentially a MUCH shorter effect than previously thought, means YOU are
harming the American public.  This is the time to do the right thing.  AND IF YOU DON’T, THE
MASSES WILL DECIDE WHETHER YOU SHOULD BE CANCELLED later, when all rational
logical scientists, when presented with this information later, at the MINIMUM will agree that the
COVID VACCINE NEEDED FURTHER STUDY BEFORE HUMAN USE. 

I'm sure you'll want to pretend you never got this information.  So I'm going to CC some colleagues
around you and they should forward to you.  You know, you are a doctor.  Act like one.  Not like a
duck.  Not like a Lame Duck.  Act like a fxxxing Surgeon General.   Jesus.  You're a surgeon
general?   Have you ever done surgery even?  I've done 80,000 lasik cases in LA.  You're not MY
general.   I'm letting you know of the fatal flaw in the COVID vaccine paradigm, and YOU'RE STILL
GOING TO LET AMERICA'S CHILDREN GET THIS STUPID VACCINE?   You do get when the
public finds this out, that scientists and politicians (you're both) didn't even know how the Covid
antibody gets into the lung to neutralize the virus, when the public finds this out, they will be furious
and they might just kick you out of your job and your legacy just might be that you couldn't assess
this simple little highlighted yellow argument?    

Open your mind.  Do the right thing.

Oh, and I'm also cc'ing your chief legal counsel.  I'm sure he will carefully explain to you that you
have immunity for all things COVID....   but, let me explain to him this caveat.   That's assuming
you're acting in good faith.  If I inform you of the fatal flaw for the COVID vaccine paradigm that
ANY layperson is astounded at, and you sit on your ass, well that's not acting in good faith.  If you
PROMOTE the Covid vaccine, even after you receive this information, well that's easily acting in
"bad faith".  You really think the jury will buy that "immunity" argument, when you've gotten this
information?   That you were informed that the COVID vaccine paradigm didn't have a scientifically



sound path for transporting the antibody from the blood, THROUGH the BLOOD LUNG BARRIER,
into the lung alveolus where Covid is infecting lung cells?   I doubt a jury will give you a break. 
Hmmmmm.    It's even possible that the GOVERNMENT won't defend your actions BECAUSE you
weren't doing your job properly, which is LOOK INTO MY MOST SERIOUS INFORMATION which
shows the Covid vaccine paradigm FATAL FLAW.  YOURE GETTING PAID WITH TAX PAYER
MONEY DUMB SHIT.  THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE.  DO THE FUCKING RIGHT THING.   I"M
PROTECTING AMERICA"S CHILDREN AND YOU FUCKING WANT TO VACCINATE THEM
WITH SHIT YOU DON'T EVEN KNOW HOW OR WHY IT WORKS.  YOU HAD IMMUNITY UNTIL
YOU GOT THIS INFORMATION.   NOW, LET'S SEE IF A JURY WILL STILL GIVE YOU
IMMUNITY.  AH, LET ME REMIND YOU OF THE THALIDOMIDE ISSUE.   ONCE YOU REALIZE
THAT IT CAN LEAD TO BABIES BEING BORN WITHOUT ARMS OR LEGS, GUESS WHAT? 
YOU DON'T GET TO USE THAT MEDICATION ANYMORE ON PATIENTS, REGARDLESS OF
ITS FDA APPROVAL STATUS.  THAT WINDOW OF TIME BETWEEN WHEN YOU KNOW OF
THE PROBLEM AND WHEN THE FDA REVOKES THE THALIDOMIDE APPROVAL, THAT'S
WHERE YOU ARE RIGHT NOW WITH THE COVID VACCINE.  YOU NO LONGER HAVE
IMMUNITY.  DON'T ASK ME.  ASK THE JURY WHEN YOU'RE SUED FOR CHILDREN WHO'VE
HAD SIDE EFFECTS.   GET IT?  I DON'T HAVE TO BE A LAWYER TO KNOW THIS SHIT.  THE
JURY WILL MAKE UP IT'S OWN MIND.  YOU THINK THE JUDGE WILL GIVE YOU A FUCKING
BREAK?   NOT WHEN I OUTLINED IN YELLOW MY SIMPLE ARGUMENT THAT DESTROYS
THE COVID VACCINE PARADIGM, YOU DUMB SHIT. 

I won't feel sorry for you.   

Okay, if you don't want that to be the path you go down, then ASK the Covid vaccine
manufacturer's HOW THE ANTIBODY GETS INTO THE LUNG.   AND DON"T JUST BELIEVE
THEIR REPLY, RUN IT BY ME BECAUSE I CAN SHOW YOU THE FLAW IN THEIR LOGIC.  SET
UP A MEETING WITH ME AND THEM.   I WON'T LET THEM SLINK OUT OF THEIR STUPID
COVID VACCINE MISTAKE.  I'LL SHOW YOU HOW RETARDED THEY ARE.   YEAH, ALL THIS
IS WRITTEN WITH ME KNOWING ALL THIS WILL BE PUBLIC AND I WILL HAVE A PLATFORM
SOON AND I WILL LET THE WORLD KNOW HOW DUMB THE MEDICAL LEADERSHIP WAS.    

Got it?   Do you really want to be remembered as the stupid Surgeon General who when everyone
else saw that the Emperor really didn't have any clothes on, you still insisted the Emperor was
wearing a nice outfit?   

This email applies to EVERYONE here who received it.   LET'S SEE IF YOU CAN DO THE RIGHT
THING PEOPLE.  OTHERWISE, IMAGINE THE FURY OF THE PUBLIC.   AND VIVEK, THIS IS
YOUR LAST FUCKING CHANCE.  I'VE ALREADY REACHED OUT TO YOU PLENTY!!!!!

YOU THINK I'M GONNA BE SILENT ABOUT ALL THE DOCTORS AND LEADERS/DIRECTORS
WHO WOULDN'T HELP ME?   I'M GONNA FUCKING GO BALLISTIC.   DO THE FUCKING
RIGHT THING.

I already have the LA mayor afraid for the public backlash when the public finds out the truth.  You
think this gargantuan medical mistake can stay buried?   FUCK NO.   

And any of you who don't want to be on my shit-list when I get a voice and platform very soon,
EMAIL ME BACK and go through the proper steps with this info.  Create a paper trail with the
CDC/FDA/NIH, and the Covid vaccine companies, and ask them if they have heard of my issues
that I'm presenting.   That's how you save your ass.  Otherwise, whoever doesn't reply to my email,
will be on my website as directors who DON'T want to save America's children from a FLAWED
COVID VACCINE. 



Joseph Y. Lee, MD

p.s. Dr. Rubin and Baden, you're already on my shit list.   You've been given way too many
chances to redeem yourselves and I'm done with the two of you.   

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: ITA 311 <311@lacity.org>
To: Joe Lee
Sent: Wednesday, November 10, 2021, 02:31:09 PM PST
Subject: Re: COVID VACCINE FATAL FLAW, LET'S PROTECT CALIFORNIA'S CHILDREN FROM THIS NIGHTMARE

Dr. Lee,

Thank you for contacting the City of Los Angeles. Your email has been forwarded to the Mayor's office. We Value this
opportunity to serve you. If you need further assistance, please contact 3-1-1, (213-473-3231) “One Call to City Hall”. 

EB

On Wed, Nov 10, 2021 at 2:19 PM Joe Lee 
 
 
Dear Elizabeth Barfield,
 
I very much appreciate your keeping an open mind as I explained all these issues regarding the
GARGANTUAN mistake that is the COVID VACCINE.   If my tone was stern and combative, just
imagine what I had to go through this past year.
 
Please forward ASAP to the Mayor's office.
 
Please have your supervisor call me asap.
 
We all need to do the right thing to protect our children.   We have to put pride aside.  We have to
put aside our egos.   This COVID vaccine paradigm fatal flaw shows how important it is to have
free speech in America.   You are not always right when you think you are, and when you get to
the point that you think you can label the "other side" as "misinformation",  that is what we call an
"authoritarian government" like NORTH KOREA.  NOT AMERICA.    
 
I'm trying to do the right thing.  Why do I have to worry about my life and why do I have to sleep
at a different location every night, because I worry what the pharmaceutical companies will do?   
 
 
 
Regards,
 
Joe Lee, MD
 
RE:  CRITICAL FLAW IN COVID VACCINE PARADIGM
 
DATE:  NOVEMBER 10, 2021
 
TO:  LA Mayor's office. 
 
Michelle Tiliano,
 



It doesn't appear that you understand medicine or science.   This reply is also being sent to the
Sheriff's Office who will be very eager to help you do the right thing.  We all know that Sheriff
Alex Villanueva is not afraid of you or the Governor.  Guess what?  His instincts believing that the
COVID vaccine mandate was idiotic is now scientifically correct.   The Sheriff's attorney had a
long conversation with me yesterday regarding this issue, and the best way for the Sheriff's
attorney to protect the Sheriff and all his ranting and complaining about the COVID vaccine
mandate will be the information I provide, WHICH SHOWS THAT THE COVID VACCINE HAS
NO WORKING SCIENTIFIC PARADIGM.  If you don't have any science to show how the
antibody gets into the lung to prevent an infection, it's NOT science.  Incredibly, YOU are now
part of the misinformation.  Do you really believe that your 8th grade response to me will suffice,
when millions of California's children will be receiving the vaccine and many will suffer side
effects?   When those mothers sue LA, do you think MY explanation of how there is NO science
behind the vaccine will be more effective, OR your lame 8th grade response to my critical email
updating you of the fatal flaw in the COVID vaccine?    
 
Ah, see I include many others here in this email because this email paper trail will destroy you
and the Mayor, unless you take the correct course of action.  Or, are you going to be the
sacrificial lamb and NOT show this issue to the Mayor?  Then, you'll have protected the mayor
and lose your job and be personally sued by all the many mothers whose children suffered side
effects.   The mayor will simply turn on you and say at a later date when the world realizes what
idiocy the COVID vaccine was, the mayor won't have your back.  He will simply say, wow I wish
Michelle had let me know, because I would not have done what she did.   You are DREAMING if
you think he's going to protect you later, after this is all public. Do you really feel the need to do
that?  This is well past your pay grade.  Your job is SIMPLY to pass this on to the MAYOR and
LET HIM BE ACCOUNTABLE.   You see how this works? 
 
I am also including the California Medical Board in this email, because some had previously
accused ME of spreading information because I was ASKING questions and the California
Medical Board was apprised of my activities and the manager of the call center was ALSO
shocked that the COVID vaccine paradigm is THIS BROKEN.    
 
 
You and the mayor will be held accountable for this information that you have received from me. 
 
I'll advise you on your next best course of action to prevent personal lawsuits and liability, you
must remember, you are also part of the problem now.   
 
The Covid vaccine paradigm I show very carefully to be fatally flawed.  Your numbers mean
nothing in the face of this.    
 
Guess what the public will feel towards you when they realize the information I sent you and you
did the wrong thing, and try to bury it?
 
Your only course of action that will save you from personal liability is simply this.  Present this
information to the medical leadership in California who are pushing for the Covid vaccine.
 
They need to talk to me and you will realize they don't know what the hell they are talking about.
  When we all have a group meeting and when you realize how embarrassed Barbara Ferrer is
regarding this issue, you will have no option but to alert the public.   Barbara Ferrer isn't a
physician.  She isn't a PhD.  I don't know why she calls herself a doctor.   She is clueless.  I went
to a top ten medical school.  I did my fellowship in lasik at a very competitive institution.  I scored
97 percentile on my medical boards.  I've performed 80,000 lasik surgeries without a lawsuit
since I opened my three offices.  I'm a doctor.   I don't know what Barbara Ferrer is.   Once
you've arranged this most critical meeting with MRS. Barbara Ferrer and myself and the mayor,



at that point, you have protected yourself and the mayor from personal liability.  I tried to
REPORT Barbara Ferrer to the California Medical Board and that's when I realized the Fxxxing
shocking info that she isn't even a damn doctor.  Really?   We have a non-physician leading
California's medical leadership in the Fxxing biggest medical issue to ever hit California?  Does
that make sense to anyone? 
 
You are officially notified and whatever immunity you believe you have, that immunity is only
active if you operate in good faith.  For me to expose the fundamental flaw regarding the COVID
vaccine to you, then you try to respond to me is FAR from appropriate.  You aren't a doctor or a
scientist.  You need to engage a doctor or scientist to respond appropriately to my exposing of
this fatal flaw.  You need to send these concerns to the manufacturer's of your stupid COVID
vaccine and get a response ON THE RECORD from them.   Do you now see how to protect
yourself?  Do you see that you aren't the one that is supposed to respond to me?  I'm the guy
that will end this stupid COVID vaccine worldwide, so YOU aren't the one that can debate me,
get it? 
 
Do you get it?
 
Your reply to me officially put you and the mayor on notice.   You could have pretended NOT to
get the information before.....   but that option is now gone for you.
 
Regards,
 
Joe Lee, MD
 
On Wed, Nov 10, 2021 at 12:26 PM Los Angeles Mayor's Office <mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org>
wrote: 

Michelle Tiliano (Los Angeles Mayor's Office)
Nov 10, 2021, 13:26 MST

Thank you for your email.  
 
My top priority continues to remain doing everything we can to keep every Angeleno
safe as we navigate through what we hope is one of the final stages of this pandemic.
We are incredibly blessed to have access to vaccines that are extremely effective at
preventing severe hospitalization and death -- and although it is possible for
vaccinated individuals to become infected, the data is clear that the high rates of
infection we are still seeing are directly correlated to low rates of vaccination.  
 
Based on data released on October 18th, we know that COVID-19 case rates for teens
are 8 times greater for those unvaccinated than those vaccinated, and for
unvaccinated adults over 50, case rates are five times higher than those for their
vaccinated counterparts. Among residents 12 and older, unvaccinated people are 12 to
22 times likelier to be hospitalized than vaccinated residents 12 and older. Death rates
are 32 times higher among unvaccinated residents 18 to 49 years old (8 deaths per
100,000 unvaccinated people compared with 0.25 deaths per 100,000 vaccinated
people), and 20 times higher among unvaccinated adults over 50 (99 deaths per
100,000 unvaccinated people compared with 5 deaths per 100,000 vaccinated people).
These numbers demonstrate the true magnitude of the protection afforded by the



vaccines. 
 
Among the more than 5.7 million fully vaccinated people in L.A. County, the
Department of Public Health identified 60,689 people fully vaccinated who tested
positive for COVID-19 as of October 9. This means that a little over 1% of fully
vaccinated people in L.A. County have tested positive. Of those who tested positive,
2,043 were hospitalized, which translates to 0.04% of all fully vaccinated people. 
There have been 311 deaths among fully vaccinated people, or 0.005% of fully
vaccinated people. There are over 800 vaccination locations across the County open to
EVERYONE eligible, regardless of immigraiton status. It is free and no appointment is
required at many locations. You can find a location near you using this link.  
 
Stopping transmission is critical to prevent the development of another variant. We all
witnessed the havoc wreaked by the Delta variant over the summer. This is why we
are working hand in hand with our partners at the LA County Department of Public
Health, to ensure that public spaces are safe for patrons and also employees. It
remains imperative that we not let our guard down, and continue to do everything we
can to ensure that we’re stopping the spread at every opportunity -- for the health of
our residents and so our businesses and City can rebound as quickly as possible. This
includes masking in indoor public spaces or large events, and requiring vaccination for
entry and participation in certain high-risk public spaces and events.  
 
It is important to remember that the City’s ordinance has safeguards in place to
ensure that those who have a valid exemption are still able to receive services.
Businesses can access more information, resources, and support on how to implement
this ordinance via the LA County Department of Public Health, or the SafePassLA website. 
 

 

  

 LAC | DPH |Best Practice Guidance for
Businesses to Prevent COVID-19
Los Angeles County Department of Public Health
Summary of best practices for employers to keep their workers,
customers, and communities safe from COVID-19.

 
 



joseph lee
Oct 6, 2021, 13:33 MST

To Mayor Garcetti,
 
Doesn't the mandate just "feel wrong" to you?  Because it is.  This information I have regarding the Covid
vaccine paradigm flaw will be all over the world very soon.
 
Don't make a fool of yourself.
 
Joe Lee, MD
 
 

THE FLAW.   THIS IS the fatal flaw with the COVID
vaccine paradigm.   There are only two questions
that expose the bizarre nature of this gargantuan
medical mistake.  Any layman can see the bizarre
nature of the poor logic.
 

1. Do you believe the COVID vaccine primarily "works" because of a
neutralizing antibody in the lung alveolus that binds Covid virus
BEFORE the virus can infect a lung alveolar epithelial cell?
 
2. Then, how did this antibody cross over from the blood/lymph
where the antibody is made, THROUGH the blood lung barrier (aka
the alveolar wall) into the lung alveolus where the infections are
occurring?
 
3.  This lung alveolar wall can impede the net movement of WATER
molecules from filling our lung alveoli.  Water molecules are only 18
Daltons in weight.  The Covid antibody is 150,000 Daltons in weight.
  Why would a molecule (the COVID antibody) which is 8000 times
larger than a water molecule be able to cross this alveolar wall into
our lung alveoli where the infections are taking place?

 
There is not a single peer reviewed paper on earth that describes
an active transport mechanism that can move very large COVID
antibodies from the capillary (we all agree that antibodies are
created in the blood/lymph after vaccination), across the lung
alveolar wall and into the lung alveolar sac, where the infections
are taking place.  THE SCIENCE BEHIND THE COVID VACCINE IS
FLAWED.  The COVID Vaccine “neutralizing antibody” needs a TELEPORTER
to be beamed into the lung alveolus.  And it needs a “Scottie” to operate
the stupid TELEPORTER.  THE STUPID MEDICAL LEADERSHIP BELIEVES
SCIENCE FICTION WILL GET US OUT OF THIS PANDEMIC.  Each person
has 500 million alveoli in their lungs.  And the antibody can’t get into a
single one of them.  That’s 500 million factual errors per person for the
COVID vaccine myth.
 
Yes, you've heard of the "emperor's new clothes"?   This is the modern
version of that, except a million times worse. 500 million times worse.  It's



incredible. The gargantuan size of the mistake. As an aside, the blood
BRAIN barrier typically has a size limit for molecules that can passively
diffuse through it of no greater than 500 Daltons. But, do you really
believe that the blood LUNG barrier must allow a 150,000 Dalton IgG
molecule to simply diffuse across it?   It has been reported to the NIH, the
CDC, the FDA. They all seem to want to bury the story.
 
Yes, it's crazy.  But it turns out, the COVID vaccine is the
"misinformation".   In medicine, did we not all take the oath to "do no
harm"?  Not stopping a COVID vaccine that DOES NOT have a valid
hypothesis and potentially a MUCH shorter effect than previously thought,
means YOU are harming the American public.  This is the time to do the
right thing.  AND IF YOU DON’T, THE MASSES WILL DECIDE WHETHER
YOU SHOULD BE CANCELLED later, when all rational logical scientists,
when presented with this information later, at the MINIMUM will agree that
the COVID VACCINE NEEDED FURTHER STUDY BEFORE HUMAN USE.   
 
Joe Lee, MD
 


